
Ranulph Fiennes ‘Beyond the Limits’ 

At 55, Ranulph Fiennes attempted to reach the North Pole on his own. In this extract from his book, 

‘Beyond the Limits’, he describes how the quest almost killed him and he explains why he will never tackle 

another polar expedition. 

Early last year I began training for one of the few polar challenges still to be achieved: an attempt to reach 

the North Pole solo and unsupported by the direct route from the Arctic coastline of North America. 

I estimated it would take 85 days. For safety I would carry 90 days' food. This alone would weigh more than 

230lb, with fuel to melt ice to rehydrate it coming to another 60lb. All additional gear - tent, sleeping bag, 

mat, cooking kit, rope, axe, shovel, grapnel hook, spare ski, spare clothes, repair kit, medical kit, camera, 

shotgun, lithium batteries, fluorescent marker poles, paddle - would total another 220lb; too much for a 

single sledge travelling in Arctic rubble ice, so I had to use two sledges. 

This meant every mile gained to the north would involve three travelled on the ground. A one-sledge trip is 

dangerous enough, in that blizzards and white-outs are common. Perspective is wiped out and ski tracks 

become invisible. You are in a world of cotton wool, or white night, able to see only your own body: all else 

is a grey-white blur. In such conditions the need to relay sledges involves a potentially lethal risk - once you 

have parked the first sledge and set off for your second load, you may never find it. At some point you will 

decide, because of the cold, to return to the first sledge. But it, too, may be impossible to find. You will then 

die. 

My schedule took the extra mileage into account. If I could travel north for 10 hours every day for 80 days, 

with no rest day for injuries, bad weather or watery obstacles, my best progress would be 500 yards a day 

for the first three days, 1.4 miles daily for the next 30 days, 4.5 miles daily until day 58 and then, with a 

single sledge only, 11 miles daily to the Pole. 

On 14 February I flew to the most northerly of Canada's meteorological stations, at Eureka, where musk 

oxen and wolves roam the hills around the airstrip. After refuelling, my friend Karl Z'berg piloted the Twin 

Otter 100 miles further north to the north end of Ward Hunt Island, the starting point of most North Pole 

attempts. With lurching bumps, we were down. As the door opened, I felt the bitter cold. The sun would not 

show its face here for three more weeks, and then only for 30 minutes a day. I would travel by moonlight 

and head torch. When the ski-plane had gone, I took a bearing to geographical north. I could not use the 

North Star because it was almost directly overhead. 

The clothing policy I had evolved over 28 years of polar expeditions was based on non-stop movement and 

light, breathable clothes. Any halt, however brief, could lead to hypothermia. Once my metabolism was up 

and running, pumping blood furiously to my extremities, I took off my duck-down duvet and stuffed it in the 

sledge next to my vacuum flask and shotgun. Now I was wearing only a thin wickaway vest and long johns 

under a black jacket and trousers made of 100 per cent Ventile cotton. Cotton is not windproof so body heat 

is not sealed in. Alas, no modern material is completely breathable so, when pulling excessive loads over 

difficult terrain, you perspire. The sweat turns to ice inside the clothing and can quickly lead to hypothermia. 

Cotton is still the best compromise. 

1)  ‘You are in a world of cotton wool’ What do you think this means? Why do you think the author chose to 

describe it in this way? 

2)  Why is relaying sledges a potentially lethal risk? 

3)  Why would Sir Ranulph’s travelling distances increase as the expedition went on? 

4)  Where was the starting point of most North Pole attempts? 

5) Find a word which means the same as ‘stop’, 



6)  What causes ice to form inside clothing? 

My schedule allowed two days to reach the edge of the sea. But I kept going without a rest and established 

both sledges at the coastline within seven hours. This boded well, for the sledges were running easily despite 

their full loads, the low temperature and soft, deep snow. 

After seven hours of hard man-hauling, I was cold and tired. I erected the tent in six minutes and started the 

cooker in four. These two acts, which I had practised thousands of times, are the key to survival, and with 

two usable hands can be performed easily in extreme temperatures, high winds and blizzards. I got into my 

sleeping bag, drank some energy drink, ate chocolate and set my alarm watch for three hours. 

The weather was clear when I woke and the sea ice quiet to the north, a sign that the ice floes were not on 

the move. The moon had vanished behind the hills, meaning I would not be able to differentiate between 

solid ice and thinly skinned zones, so the ice-silence indicating static floes was a bonus. 

Over the past 15 years with Mike Stroud, I had three times broken the current world record for unsupported 

travel to the North Pole. Each time the ice conditions north of Ward Hunt Island were invariably horrible. I 

saw that this year the walls and rubble were split everywhere by recent breakage. My schedule of 500 yards 

a day for the first three miles began to look optimistic. 

7)  What two acts were key to survival? 

8)  Why did his schedule of ‘500 yards a day’ begin to look optimistic? 

I pressed on over the fissure dividing land from sea and into a broad belt of rubble. I took my skis off. For a 

few hundred yards I would have to haul each sledge over a vista similar to that of postwar Berlin. Between 

each ice slab, deep snow covered the fissures. I often fell into traps, sinking waist deep. 

I came to a wall of slabs 15ft high and decided to test the simple pulley system devised by my base leader, 

'Mac' Mackenney. I attached it to the big sledge and tugged it jerkily up the 45-degree slope to the top. Too 

late I heard movement, and leapt towards the sledge which quickly gathered momentum in its slide over the 

edge of the wall. I managed to grab the rear end, but my body weight was not enough. The far side of the 

wall was a sheer 15ft drop on to sharp ice blocks. I landed hard. I was winded but unhurt. 

At first the sledge looked undamaged, but closer inspection revealed a 16in tear under the bow. The 

floatability of the sledge's hull, designed to be completely watertight, was compromised. There was no 

alternative but to head back to the hut on Ward Hunt Island and find substitute materials to effect a repair. 

In the mid Eighties we had erected a canvas cover over the steel skeleton of a hut long abandoned by 

scientists and installed a couple of wind-powered generators to provide electricity. With minimal safety gear 

in a bag, I skied for two hours back up my own outward trail and then headed east along the base of the 

mountain. The old huts looked like a ghost camp, unchanged over the 12 years since my last visit. 

After an hour spent digging out the door of our old hut, I gained entry. There were a few tools and canvas 

materials, so I decided to bring the sledge back to make it watertight. I skied back to the sledges and loaded 

minimal camping gear on to the smaller one. Then I lashed the damaged sledge on top. Uphill through soft 

snow was slow going, some seven hours back to the hut.  

I put my tent up inside the hut. The temperature outside had fallen to minus 49 degrees C. With the cooker 

on, a hot drink inside me and fully clothed, I began the repairs. Some hours later I was back at the ice edge. 

9)  What is the meaning of the word ‘compromised’ in this section of the text? 

10)  Find and copy a word which means the same as ‘tied’. 

11) How do you imagine he was feeling at this point?   



I camped on thin ice but woke to hear all manner of noises: cracking and rumbling, then silence. Then, a 

nearby and frightening roar that galvanised me into movement from the depths of my sleeping bag. The 

moon was full, the scenery startlingly beautiful. Moonshadows played about the upended ice blocks and the 

ice shapes took on an uncanny resemblance to animals, castles or giant mushrooms. 

12) What do you think the ‘frightening roar’ was? 

13) What did he think the ice shapes looked like? 

I pressed on northwards. I dared not take either sledge too far, because the surface between the rubble 

fields consisted of very thin ice through which my probing ski-stick passed with ease into the waters below. 

After eight hours I had moved both sledges more than a mile to the north. My morale was high as I was 

making good progress. I ate a chocolate bar every two hours to ward off hypothermia, but was beginning to 

tire so I decided to camp on any flat surface that looked solid. I came to a zone of interlacing fractures. The 

moon had vanished, but whenever I stopped I heard the grumble of ice on the move. To avoid a trench of 

black water, I mounted a bridge of foot-thick slabs, buckled by floe pressure. I had the small sledge with me 

and the big one 500 yards to the south. I clambered over the slabs with my skis on. The sledge followed 

easily in my wake. 

There was no warning. A slab tilted under the sledge, which pulled me backwards. I fell on my back and slid 

down the slab. The noise that followed was the one I most hate to hear in the Arctic - a splash. The sledge 

was in the sea. 

I kicked out with my skis and flailed at the slab with both hands. One ski boot plunged into the sea and one 

gloved hand found an edge of a static slab. Taking a firm grip, I pulled my wet foot and ski out of the water 

and managed to unfasten my harness. I was already beginning to shiver. I squirmed around until I could sit 

on a flatter slab to inspect the sledge in the gloom. 

It was under water, but not sinking. Seventy days' worth of food and 30 of fuel were on that sledge - and the 

communications gear: without it the expedition was over. A nearby slab crashed into the sea: the ice was 

moving. I had to save the sledge quickly. Soon I would be dangerously cold. 

14) How does the mood change in this section? 

15) Why did he have to save the sledge quickly? 


